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INTRODUCTION
After reading the books of dilvio Pellico we
oome to the conclusion that he was one of the world’s
greatest characters. What was the source and strenrt
h
of the marvelo is personality and character of Gilvio
Pellico? The answer to this question is found in his
famous book ’’Le Hie Prigioni" . In this mental and
moral autobiography Pellico reveals his own nind and
heart with such a simplicity and directness that it
cannot fail to attract all readers.
The author of this famous book was a profound-
ly religious man, a God-fearing, a God-praying and a Go
trusting man, "/ho believed in a Supreme Power that was
all just; and upon Ilim, he relied for courage, guidance
and physical and moral strength to oear his suffering
with patience and virtue.
In his book he lives and speaks t o us as a
Christian, a patriot, a friend of man, a devoted son, a
lover of humanity and aoove al L as a moral teacher.
Those years of long-continued suffering and of cease-
less heart oain, during which he was cut off from all
common means of improvement made him a better man, a
I1
2better Christian, a better j udge of human nature, and
a true and ardent patriot.
Pellico's purpose j.n writing the story of his
imprisonment "/as to s hov/ the essential goodness of
human nature and the strength and courage to be derived
from religion. At the same time between the lines ’-re
read of his simplicity, liis candor, his moral purity
and his spotless character which shines brightly like
the north Star, illuminating the lives of his devoted
friends and of ail his readers.
It happened that I read ”Le Mie ’rigioni” for
the first time shortly after I had experienced a gieat
sorrow, the loss of a beloved parent. I cannot de-
scribe the comfort and consolation I received from
reading of another's sorrow. I followed his example
and turned to God for help and like him I often re-
peated the words "God's ,,r ill be done!"
No man can lead two lives or spiritually
serve two masters, although he may seem to do so.
Silvio Peilico certaintly lived out one life. It
was singularly open, unconcealed, easily read and
understood. The characteristics of that life, axl
its wonderful story of his imprisonment, have been
recorded by the author himself.

5As we reflect upon the suffering and trials
of this virtuous .aan, whom the Angel of Death so
often was about to snatch, the words of the divine
annunciation "Through much tribulations do ye enter
the kingdom," seem to ring: in our ears.
In this thesis I am go in a: to consider Pellico
as a Christian, a lover of humanity, a devoted and
lovine: son, and a patriot. My aim is to express
Silvio Pellico' s own ideas so that reading them you
may learn to Know the real Pellico; the man who was
not only willing to lay down his life for his fellow-
man
,
but who was ready to suffer for him.
In addition; I shall wri te of Pellico the
poet, and the second part will explain the doc tines
of the secret society ,r I Oarbonari."

PART I
'SILVIO PELL IOO THE HAH AT) POET
'CHAPTER I
' SILVIO PELL I CO THE CHRISTIAN
1 EARLY TRAINING
Although Pel lie o himself tells us very little
of his early youth, we know that he was brought up
by religious and God-fearing parents, and that he
was predisposed to the worship of God.
His Christian parents had made their home a
home of prayer and had trained their children to
live up to the teachings of the dible. They impressed
their own ideals and convictions of righteousness
on their children, and their earnest prayers made a
lifelong impression on their loving sons and daughters.
These faithful and devoted parents were re-
warded for their tireless efforts for we know that
two of their children retired from the world and chose
to live a more holy and religious life behind convent
walls. nheir son Luigi became a .Tesuit aid their
daughter I.Taria 5 ngioli entered the monastery of La
Yisitazione at nurin.

oOn the first night of Silvio Celiico's im-
prisonment his thoughts and reflections swept him
bach to his childhood days; the forms of his parents,
brothers and sisters entered his mind and he wept.
In his sorrow and suffering he turned to God and
religion for comfort. If he had not been trained
from childhood to turn to God, it is not likely that
he would have so quickly sought his powerful God for
assistance when he was faced with the greatest trial
of his life.
'Ye are safe in drawing two conclusions con-
cerning Pellico's early religious training. First
that the youthful boy had faith in his parent’s God,
and second that, he believed in the teachings of
Christ ianity--and that in his youthful heart had been
instilled the teaching--that goodness is the first
thine: to be sought for.
R3LIGI0UG AWAdd G I GG
Having spent four years at.Lione, the brilliant
and wordly life had diverted his mind from religion.
At Milan in the house of Count Porro Lambert enghi and
as a publisher of the ’’Conciliatore” the literary and
patriotic Datties contributed to make him forget about
his faith. But when he was cast into prison in that

6disrnaL 6olitu.de he searched for the purpose of life,
and after many successful straggles with temptation,
he found it in his very suffering, in his resignation,
in the hope of a justice that never fails; then he
came nearer to that Friend who had never abandoned
him, his God. In his poiiticai life he had come in
contact with men of exalted character, among: them,
Piero llaroncelli, for whom life also became more real
and serious and whose mind also sought a true con-
ception of the great principles of life.
On the first night of his captivity Peilico
laid awake thinking of his beloved parents. He pic-
tured the pain and terror of his mother and father, on
first hearing the tidings of his arrest. He tells
us th-t it v/as the first time that he felt the power
of religion, and that the faith- instilled in his
heart by his pious parents became to him in the first
hours of anxiety and suffering a great consolation.
For sometime he had been little impressed with
the truths and doctrines of his religion and had not
earnestly adhered to it. Doubts and sophisms had
shaken his faith. When these douots had ceased he
came to the conclusion that since God is ail just,
there must oe anotner life for nan who suffers so un-
justly here. His reasoning convinced him that since

7man was not satisfied with worldly things, lie naturally
yearned for that second life where his desires could
be satisfied. He said that there would come an epoch
when Philosophy would teach us precisely what Chris-
tianity has taue-ht us, to love our God and our neighbor.
For years he had been of this opinion and in
prison he finally determined to embrace this conclusion
and he did. "Gii cristiano! non ti soandalezzar piu
desii abusii non maiignar piu su qualche punto difficile,
della dottrina della Ckiesa, giacche ii punto principale
N \
e quest©
,
ei e lucidissimo : ama Dio ed ii prossimo.”
The fear of appearing to others more reiisrious
than he had oeen before, and the thought that they would
think he was yielding more to misfortune than to con-
viction made him hesitate, finally, he decided to de-
clare himself openly a Christian. He adhered to this
resolution as time advanced and his renewed belief in
God brought about a happy change in the prisoner, whe
excess of his grief grew calmer and the thought of his
parents no longer made him despair. In fact he found
real consolation when he thought of the. many virtues
which he knew they possessed.
Pellico himself tells us that although he had
perfect faith in Christianity there were moments when
his faith was inconstant, and at times apparently
*8ilvio Pellico ’’Le Hie prigioni” Capo terzo

8extinct. But, on the other hand, we know that saints
were tempted and even Christ Himself had to resist the
temptation of the devil. His unceasing struggles
against the douots which returned to torment and try
him helped to make him a stanch and faithful Catholic.
With this remarkable confession of the author himself
every honest mind must oe convinced that Pellico had
found his way to the Christian standpoint --that he
stood on the eternal truth.
PELLICO AND TH.S 3I3LE
Pellico had been given permission to retain
his 3ible and his Dante. He memorized a canto of
Dante every day, a purely mechanical exercise, for
the thought of his own affairs distracted him. Occas-
sionally, he read a few passages of Scripture. He was
attached to this holy book even when he was not one
of its avowed followers. After his conversion he
studied it with far greater respect, and gradually he
was able to reflect upon its great truths with a clearer
understanding than he had ever done befoie. It in-
spired him with love of God and mankind, with a ven-
eration for justice, a hatred of wickedness, along
with a desire to pardon the wicked. Christianity had
strengthened oy the aid of logical deductions the good

9which he had derived from oi.i.xoaophy making it more
powerful and profound.
The habitual reading of this divine work brought
about a great change in the life of Pellico. The reflec-
tion that God ia omnipresent as well as omnipotent in
his power to save began to deprive solitude of its
horrors and he often repeated: *' fNon sono io in ottima
coraoagnia?’’
His faith in God remained undisturbed for some-
time, but after he had been subjected for successive
hours to a state trial he became so excited and so en-
raged that he rould have committed suicide if the voice
of religion had not restrained him. He lost his tran-
quillity of mind. He could not pray. He questioned
the justice of God. He cursed mankind and the world.
He recalled all the sophisms and satires that he could
think of respecting the hallowness and vanity of virtue.
He spoke bitter things to all who approached his dungeon
and looked upon the whole creation with the wisdom of
cynics. This lasted for six or seven days, during which
his '3i‘ole had oecome covered with dust. One of the
jailer's boys "/ho was trying to please him, told him
that since he had left off reading that ugly book, he
did not seem so melancholy. Pellico tool, the 3iole in
*Le Hie prigioni' 1 Capo sesto
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hid hands, wiped off the dust and opened it hastily, and
his eyes fell upon the following words: * ' TjSt ait ad
disoipulos suos: Impossibile est at non veniant scandala
voe autem illi per quern veniantl Utilias est illi, si
lapis molaris imponatur circa collum e.jus et projiciatur
in mare, quan at scan dal izet unum de pusillis istis.' T
After reading this passage he feit ashamed when
he thought that the little boy had noticed, from the
dust which covered the Side, that he no longer read
it, and that he had acquired a better temper and was
less wretched because of the want of attention to his
religious duties. He reproached the boy gently and told
him that it was not a great, ugly book, and that since
he had left off reading it he had oecorae worse.
Pel lie o was glad that he had opened the Bible
before the ooy and that he had owned that he was worse
for neglecting Lt . It seemed as if he had atoned in
a small measure for the scandal he had given. He oegan
to study his Bible and reflect. Peter had been sincere
when he said he would never deny his Master, and yet he
did deny Him. In like manner, we believe Peliico was
sincere ''/hen he made the firm resolution to remember
his Bod. wet he forget Him.
Phe unhappy prisoner placed the Bible upon a
*”Le ..lie Prigioni” Capo Vegisimo Quarto
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chair and falling on his Knees he burst into tears.
These tears of remorse seemed to restore him to hod.
He repented and made a vow never to forget Him, or
to separate himself from Him.
This sincere return to faith consoled and
elevated his mind. ?or an hour he read, upon his knees,
the Bible and wept. He was confident that hod had
not abandoned Hi a and that he had forgiven his faults
and folly, from then, on he continued to read his
Bible and he no longer judged it r ith the wretched
subterfuges of a Voltaire, who had ridiculed expressions
that were neither false nor ridiculous. Pellico became
convinced that it was a code of sanctity and of truth
and to ta^w offence at a few imperfections of style
was unphiloso phi cal and absurd. He also tells us that
it was still greater absurdity to imagine that such a
collection of books held in religious veneration for
centuries were not of authentic origin. They certainly
were far superior to the Horan and the old theology of
the Indies.
To the many that aoused its excellence and con-
sidered it a code of injustice; Pellico’s triumphant
answer "/as that all things are liaole to abuse and that
the abuse of precious and good things never lead us to
the conclusion that they are in their own nature bad.
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These holy writings embrace the truth and truth is
adapted to all times and ages. Thus, Peliico defended
the Bible which was to him a book to be venerated.
PKLLICO'o iiSLIGIOTJS 33LI3FS WD
HABITS
Besides reading the Bible and daily prayers
Peliico often meditated on religious virtues and
doctrines. He once asked himself if he possessed virtues
and qualities which deserve prosperity and if he did,
what were they? As he examined his past conduct he
discovered that there was too little erood on which to
pride himself, most of it oeine: mere vanity and the
exterior of virtue. Since he was unworthy he should
suffer and whichever means God wished to use to destroy
him, whether it was men or gnats he resolved to acknow-
ledge in them the instruments of divine .justice and
suffer in silence. Without any scruples and with per-
fect tranquillity of mind he declared that he deserved
the chastisement of God. He realized that these
chastisements had been instruments of God to bring him
back to Him, whom every human oeing in as far as he can
is bound to imitate.
One day he decided to write out all his medi-
tations respecting the duties of mankind, and, especially
those which applied to himself. In these written medi-
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tat ions he rave as an account of a LI the (rood and evil
which had grown up with him from childhood, discussing
them within himself, attempt inf? to resolve every doubt,
and arranging them to the best of his ability, into
the various kinds of knowledge he had acquired. He
continued tie narrative of his experience of f?ood and
evil, always relieved oy digressions of every kind,
by so.ie analysis of this or that point, whether in
metaphysics
,
norals, politics, or religion, do one was
aware that he was spending his miseraoie prison-hours
to so good a purpose.
For sometime this occupation and the visits of
Angiola relieved his sufferings and even shed a sort
of luster around his misfortunes. At Angiola’s departure
his dungeon became a living tomb. I strange sadness
oppressed him, and he sought the source of this nameless
feeling. 'as it that he had become more inured to
adversity, more philosophical, more of a Christian? He
suffered intensely in his inmost soul because he lacked
the will and power to give vent to his suffering by
groans and cries. He considered it a cowardly act to
complain, and when he allowed his anger to Dreak forth,
he would be vexed oecause he had permitted it to obtain
ascendency over him.
The habit of writing down his thoughts strengthened
his mental faculties and he reduced his reasoning to the

14
following: conclusions
:
\
*We an Dio: danqae infallibile giostizia:
\ ^
dunque tutto oio che avytene e ordinato ad ottimo fine:
N
donque il patire dell'uorno sulla terra e pel bene dell'
uomo.
”
Pellico tells us that often he would stand be-
fore his window with his arras between the bars, and his
hands folded, and in thi^> position he woald pray. At
Venice the Jhuroh of dt. :iark and the iraraense flock of
pigeons flying aoout, and the beautiful Venetian sky
made him feel the very presence of God. To this in-
visible Friend he commended his father and mother, and
all those most dear to him. It seemed to him that God
replied ’’Confide in my goodness,’’ and pellico woald
answer ’’Thy goodness assures me. ’
Not only at sunset out also at dawn, Pellico
relates that in the prison of dpielberg he used to
rise and mount upon the top of his taole and there said
his prayers. Count Oroooni used to follow his example
and in silence they continued their secret prayers.
Their horrible dungeons made them more sensible of the
beautv of the world. The sky, the plains, the distant
noise and motion of animals in the valley, the voices
of the village maidens, their laughter and song, all
these wonderful things made them realize the power, the
*Cilvio pellico LS Mie Prigioni” Capo Trigesimo Secondo
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beauty and the goodness of Him whom they needed so
muon. Their humble petitions ’/ere not for freedom,
out for strength to bear their trials and tribula-
tions with dignity and humility.
The noble virtue of Oroooni, and his clear
and perfect faith in Christianity delighted Pellico.
Many nen had injured the youth and he forgave all and
related something praiseworthy of each. This fine
example helped Pellico to pray again with sincerity;
helped hi a to forgive his enemies, and to hate no one.
from this religious man Pellico learned not only to
recognize virtue out to practise it.
Many of the prisoners with whom Pellico be-
came friendly were honest and virtuous men. One day
he received a letter from a prisoner called Julian.
Pellico always considered his neighoor first, for he
did not wish that others should suffer because of him.
Pefore answering Julian's letter he lay awake the
whole night with conflicting doubts running through
his mind. In trying circumstances he felt it was
necessary to apoeai to hod, to confide in the Master and
to listen to TIis inspirations and follow them. He
sprang from his bed o^fore dawn, and having mounted
upon the window-place, offered up his prayers.
Often when he ms almost delirious because of
sorrow and his prayers seemed fee ole and ineffectual
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he would, earnestly repeat the prayer %Iy God, my GodI
why hast thou forsaken me?”
There were times when reasonings, resolutions,
studies or prayers were of no avail and the idea that
God nad abandoned him took possession of his mind.
Pellico had stormed Heaven with prayers and the God of
Mercy had not abandoned him and he was soon delivered
of this evil.
Pellico always welcomed the visits of priests,
especially Father Battista, who had a most efficacious
method of administering: consolation. He talked on the
virtue of suffering: with resignation and of pardoning
their enemies. The more often he repeated his noble
sentiments, the more Pellico was incited to the love
of virtue. In addition, he often took advantage of
the opportunity and received the Sacrament of Penance.
Only once in his long: imprisonment did Pellico attend
the cele oration of Mass, out Knowing: him we cannot
douot for a moment that he would often have heard the
Mass if the authorities had permitted him.
Continual prayer had strengthened his oelief
in the Divine Being, and humbly he confessed his weak-
nessess and prayed for clemency and forgiveness
.
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RELIANCE UPON GOD
Prom the very fir at night of his captivity Pellico
sought the aid of Divine Providence. He ceased to despair
and resigned himself to the "/ill of God. The very fact
that he had recourse to the Bible, the word of God, proves
that it was a source of comfort and consolation to him. It
guided him through sorrow and a oeriod of religious struggle
when temptation and grief made him deny the very Christ whom
he had so often invoked in prayers and action. The power
of prayer had raised his mind to a contemplation of the
Ruler of the Universe, and his confidence in Christ’s good-
ness increased.
Pellico’ s meditation on the dignity of the human mind
brought him to the conclusion that when the mind is free
from selfishness, it wills only that which is the will of
Infinite wisdom. Reason which is the voice of God, says
Pellico, teaches us that it is right to suomit to every
sacrifice for the sake of virtue. In trying afflictions
man must not struggle against the will of Him who is the
source of all virtue. It is j ust to ask God to temper our
afflictions and to properly direct us. Buoh a prayer is
always sure to be accepted.
Silvio Pellico calls upon the afflicted ones who
consider themselves victims of heart-rending grief to suffer
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a little while with patience, and they will soon be un-
deceived. He telle lie to remember that neither perfect
peace nor utter wretchedness can last long here below.
'Vhen evil thoughts tormented him he would have recourse
to the only Being who could give him strength to overcome
them. 3ent down devoutly in prayer he would beseech the
leather of mercies to befriend him and his family. Such
fervent prayers brought him nearer to his Maker and he
would become perfectly calm and resigned. At t iinoa he even
experienced pleasure in the thought that Heaven had favored
him by choosing him to fight the battles of temptation.
Pellico s incerely
. confessed! hat he was a sinner.
He says that he did not deserve any credit or merit for
being dissatisfied with himself, for if a lamp emits more
smoke than flame, it doesn't require great sincerity to
say, that it does not burn as it should.
After having: listened to the prayers and petitions,
to the most pure and virtuous aims, to the physical and
moral sufferings of the prisoner we can draw the conclusion
that he firmly believed and relied on his Creator. Pellico
realized that if the great Cod had not assisted him, had
not guided and supported him, he would have failed. Daily
he bent down on his knees and prayed to the Almighty not
to forsake him. He commended all to Him and with sincerity
and faith he invoked His wisdom and guidance. Pellico'
s
faith was true and deep. He was an ardent and fervent
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Christian. He never renounced his faith or opinions, and
always respected those of others. His firm reliance on
God gave him that consolation which is beyond all earthly
power. With pure purpose and renewed trust in God he
bore without fear and courage the acute suffering of those
long ye o.rs of captivity, shut up with criminals, deprived
of humanity and separated from the world of nature.
With childlike faith he trusted his God and went
to him with his sorrows. His religion had taught him that
the Lord is always on the side of the right; and he offered
his prayers and good deeds that when death came he could
go to the Lord’s kingdom. With patience and love he for-
gave all his enemies on the Christian term of repentence.
This noble martyr served his God the best he could, asked
his guidance, and then left the result with Him. What-
ever appeared to oe God's will he was read;/ to do.
A TRANSFIGURED LIFE
From the day of his captivity to his death he prayed
for divine assistance for himself and his beloved Italy.
Like others, he passed through periods of doubt and perplexity,
but his faith in a Divine Providence began at his mother’s
Knee, and ran through all the changes of his life. His
straightforward, clear and honest life was an excellent ex-
ample to all Christians. He believed in Christ as the
*
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baviour of 3inners, and he was sincere in his effort to
brinp: his life in harmony with the precepts of his re-
ligion. Only a pious, devoted and God-lovine: heart could
oe such stupendous trials with a sincere and perfect
res ignat ion
.
His mind and soul had reached the full development
in a religious life so unusually intense and virtuous that
it could not otherwise than utter itself in the great booh
"Le Mie Prigioni' 1 . The admirers of dilvio Pellico have
seen and recognized his srblime faith and trust in God.
Through all the years of his prison life he daily oecame
more and more a faithful follower of Christ.
Deprived of his sacred birthright, liberty, and
the ever-increasing weight of physical and moral afflic-
tions made him more like the imaere of his Master. Bvery
word and act of his later life was an evidence that he
no longer conformed to this world and day by day his
features expressed more and more the sweetness and purity
and perfection of a saint.
It is easy to die for one's fellow-be iner or God,
but it is a hard thing to live and suffer even for God.

CHAPTER II
SILVIO PELL ICO A LOVER
OP HUMANITY
Pellico was a great lover of humanity. He loved
the little ones, respected old age and women and admired
and sought the friendship of good men. He loved all his
acquaintances and friends dearly. His brotherly love
and affection was usually returned and it was a great
consolation to him in his bitterest hours of suffering
to know that everywhere he had friends who loved him;
friends who had been influenced by him; souls which
had been elevated because of the great influence his
conduct had exercised over them.
Let us get acquainted with some of Pellico's
prison friends who helped to make him happier.
LOVE FOR CHILDREN
THE DEAF AND DUMB ORPHAN
It is needless to say that he was fond of children,
and at the commencement of his captivity he was fortunate
enough to meet a little leaf and dumb orphan who became
attached to him. He was five or six years old and a son
of a thief. When he was permitted to go out in the yard
to get a little air and exercise he used to go under Pellico's
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window arid smile at hi a friend. The generous prisoner
would throw him a piece of bread, and leaping with joy,
he would run to his companions and share it with t hem.
}y his affectionate smile and courtoua manner he
auceeded in expressing his sympathy for the unhappy
prisoner. Sometimes when he was at a loss what to do
with the bread he would give it to one of the under-
jailers to return it to the giver. One day he was per-
mitted to enter Pellico' s prison, and he instantly ran to
embrace his .mees, actually uttering a cry of joy. As
Pellico to ok him in his arms, the little ooy threw his
hands about his necK and caressed him. IIow his loving
heart longed to have him to educate, to raise him from his
miserable condition, and snatch him perhaps, from utter
ruin I
This little boy always seemed happy and light-
hearted and from him Pellico learned that the mind could
be rendered independent of external things, and that by
governing the imagination one may oe happy wherever fate
happened to place him. Pelvic c considered himself for-
tunate that he had a dungeon on the ground floor where he
and the boy cou.LI converse in their own mute language.
They succeeded in expressing various feelings which Pellico
had no idea that they could express with the eye, the ges-
ture, and the whole countenance. How graceful were the
i
motions of the little mate? Kow beautiful his smile!
He quickly corrected any expression that displeased his
teacher
.
Peilico loved this little boy and he always res-
pected the innocent child, and from day to day his affec-
tion for him increased. Ke longed to taxe him from that
prison-house and send him to a college for the deaf and
duiao. He soon realized the great influence he had over
the castaway. The more he instructed him the more kind
and gentle he became, he was rewarded for his kindness
for day by day the little rate became more attached to
him.
Our eyes fill with tears when we read of their
separat i o . Poor Silvio, his generous heart loving so
readily and so warmly experienced many sad separations.
As the guards were leading him to another apartment, his
little deaf and dumb friend sat on the ground, overcome
with grief and astonishment . In spite of the guards he
reached Peilico who caught him in his arms and caressed
him, and tore himself away as a father does from a beloved
son •
COUNT PORKQ'S SONS
m he office of an instructor always appeared to
Peilico a sublime duty. Tor a few years he had been a
tutor and friend to Oiacomo and Giulio Porro
,
two noble and
(I
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promising youths whom he loved
-dearly as if they had bean
his own sons. In prison he often thought of them, and it
grieved him not to have been able to complete their edu-
cation. He sincerely prayed that their new master would
oe just as attached and hind to them as he had been.
At times he would exclaim that it all seemed a
strange burlesque. Instead of teaching two noble youths,
/ho were talented and to whom fortune had given all worldly
comforts and pleasures, his pupil now was a poor little
fellow, deaf, dumb, a castaway, the son of a roboer vhose
future held nothing in store for him. Yet Pellico loved
his mute friend as much as he had loved Porro's sons. He
enjoyed teaching children and he always recalled those
happy days spent as teacher and tutor.
OTHER CHILDREN
Solitude had made Pellico almost unsociable. One
day as he looked out of the window of his new prison he
saw a Patriarchal papace. There lived an excellent family,
a lady with her two oons. They greeted him daily and the
unhappy captive was grateful for their kind words and for
the interest they took in him. One of the ocys, nine or ten
years old stretched out his hands ani called , --Mamma
\
mamma, han posto qualcheduno lassu nei Piombi. 0 povero
prigioniero, chi sel?
[o sono Silvio Pellico, —risposi. Un altro
Silvio Pellico ’Le Hie Prigioni'’ Capo XXVIII
mi
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ragazzo pin grandicello corse anoh’egli alia finestra e
\
gr ido
:
--Tu sei Silvio Pellico?
--Si, e voi, cari fanciulli?
--Io :ni chiamo Antonio S....e mio t'ratello, CJiiiseppe.
Poi si voltaya indietro o diceva. Che cos’altro deobo
d imandargli?
A lady half concealed would suggest some pretty
words, which the ooys would repeat. Pellico thanked them
with all his heart for these kind expressions. r’hese orief
conversations, morning, noon and night ’/ere a source of
great consolation to the wretched prisoner. At night they
would bid him to have courage. They longed to give him
some of the good tilings that they had to eat. One day they
asKed him to be sure to go and see them when he got out.
FRIENDSHIP
Pellico Knew when to form new friendships and when
to decline them. He was kind to everyone; but he became
confidential with only a few. pellico and Maroncelli where
men of similar habits and pursuits, both virtuous and noble
yo-uig men, and it is only natural that they should have
united in the bond of friendship. They were condemned to
severe imprisonment, and they ooth bore the terrible blow
lihe Christians and felt no resentment against anyone. They
i
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experienced such joy in being together again that for some
moments they forgot the severity of their sentence.
7n fortune!;/ these two friends could not enjoy each
other 1 o company very long, for they we re soon obliged to
separate and live in utter solitude in dismal looking
dungeons. Pellico was separated even from that only friend,
whom he loved as a orother.
After a long separation in their living tombs the
two friends were again united Ln the prison of Spielberg.
It is needless to say that these two unhappy youths had
a great deal to communicate
,
to recollect, and to talk over.
They were admiraoly suited to each other, ^hey encouraged
and soothed one another in their bitter moments of
suffering. In illness they assisted each other 1 iue
brothers. Their lot was certainly a painful one; yet their
esteem, their love for each other, was to them a little
paradi se.
In spite of the great suffering Jlaroncelli under-
went with a tumor on his nnee, he sang and composed verses
in order to encourage his friend pellico. When both were
free and could enjoy the free gifts of 7oa, the air, the
earth, and the sky, instead of being happy they were sad.
The misery experienced oy both at their separation was in-
describable. They scarcely knew what to say to each other.
They grasped each other’s hands and embraced again and
4
again. Pellico had known many excellent ruen but none that
he loved or respected more tnan his mat Hated friend.
knowing ..loronce lli
,
we can truthfully say that Pellico
Knew how to select his friends. In him Pellico had found
a real friend, a friend in need. The recognition of the
many good qualities of Maroncelli encouraged Pellico to
improve himself, and this friendship helped him to arrive at
a higher degree of perfection.
On the other hand, Pellico soon discovered that
Pulian was a man who was unworthy of his friendship. \1-
though he was courteous and Kind to him, he did not entrust
him with his confidence.
These two examples, one of true and real friendship
and the other of mere courtesy and kindness prove my state-
ment that Pellico knew when to form new friendships and
when to decline them.
RESPECT FOR THE AGED
The story of Schiller, in particular, proves to
us that Pellico venerated and respected the old.
The most impressive passage in ’’Le Hie Prigioni”
is that which introduces us to Schiller, the head-jailer.
’,Ve smile vh on we think of how angry Pellico became when he
heard the horrid ring of the enormous keys carried oy Schiller.
However, we know that he soon repent el far- the impertinent
in
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things he had said. He felt a mingled emotion of reverence
and compassion for the kind old man, who trembling bent for
the jug in order to satisfy the arrogant prisoner.
Peilico soon found out that he had been unjust in
judging the old man oy appearances. Dhe man whom he had
considered an insignificant tyrant ’/as full of thoughts of
compassion, and had used a harsh tone to conceal his feel-
ings.
How the poor old man longed to relieve the unfortunate
prisoners I With a kind and paternal look he used to take
Peilico' s hand which was burning with fever. During his
serious illness Peilico called and asxed for his old ochiller,
and the old man hung over him with an anxious and inquiring
look, as a father would over his child.
Kow aad Peilico became when his beloved ochiller,
on account of his infirmity and old age, "/as pronouncdd past
service* ' Pellioo loved and respected this noble man as a
father
.
In return, for the generosity and kindness, for the
assistance which helped the prisoner to form the correct
disposition of mind, Pellioo repaid ochiller with love and
devotion
«4
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Hid ADMIRATION AND RESPECT
FOR WOMEN
A nooie woman was, In Peilico eyes, a creature so
admirable, ao subliqje that the mere seeing, hearing and
speaking to her enriched his mind with noble fantasies. On
the other hand, a vile or wicked woman disturbed him and
deprived his heart of all its poetry and its love.
Pride restrained Peilico from communicating with
the unhappy and degraded women which he met in prison,
dome feminine voices were sweet and they became dear- to
him. One, in particular, surpassed the rest. Her sweet,
calm voice soothed his depressed spirit, dhe consoled the
unhappy women and told them that God was good and wo uld not
abandon them.
Although he had never seen her he imagined her
beautiful, and more unfortunate than guilty and naturally
virtuous. He listened to her with respect and offered up
his prayers for her with more than usual earnestness c£
heart. lie prayed that she would teach her gentle leason
of patience, sweetness, her love of virtue, her faith in
God, to others and that her gentle influence might inspire
others as it had inspired him.
Another young lady called Angiola the .'jailer’s
daughter made the prisoner’s life more pleasant. lie became
the confident and adviser of this young girl of fifteen. She
looked upon him as though he were her father, mha used to
J
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take hid hand with an air of the most innocent confidence
and affection. She ioved him becau.dc he wad the author of
'Vrancesca da Kimini** over which dhe had wept so often. Re-
sided, he was a solitary prisoner who had neither robbed nor
murdered anybody.
lie oecame attached to this young Venetian girl for
he could not remain indifferent to her sisterly affection, her
pleasing compliments and the delicious cups of coffee. A
single word from her, a smile, a tear, her eagerness to pro-
tect him from the gnats, ail inspired him ,rith a childish
delight. Unfortunately, \ngiola fell sicm and the wretched
prisoner offered up his prayers for her. TTis acquaintance
with this sweet girl had soothed and conciliated his feelings.
Her good opinion had helped him to fulfill many duties,
especially that of proving one’s self -superior to the shocks
of fortune, and of suffering in patience.
I
GHAPTEK III
SILVIO PHLLICO A LOVING
AND D3V0TSD SON
Peliico knew that his father and mother were his
earliest and best friends. To them he ov/ed his first and
sweetest impressions , in fact everything. Therefore, he
felt bound to feel towards them gratitude, respect, love
and tenderness. How often he had regretted that he had
not expressed these feelings in gentle words!
Pell Leo loved his parents so much that he wes
willing to undergo any suffering, if only he could have
spared them sorrow and anxiety. Suddenly he had been de-
prived of his liberty, and of all those faces of devoted
relatives and frienrs which had oeen dear to him. In his
prison cell at Uilan tne thoughts of his dear ones pierced
him to the soul. Three months previous to his arrest, he
had gone to Turin to see his parents. The alteration in
their looks caused by their advancing years filled him with
a desire to part from them no more.
This departure was a sad one for Peliico had a pre-
sentiment that he would never see them agian. The young
man wept and kissed the ring which his mother had given him.
Ee retained the impression of that dreadful parting, aiid in
prison, the solitude made him recall each word and every look
i4
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of hid distressed parent. Hid heart was full of gratitude
and iove for them, and yet he did not understand why he hcd
never given expression to his feelings.
Pellico ' s. unhappy father went to visit him twice.
Their partings were sad and painful. Pellico thought that
solitude and tears would oring relief to his burdened heart
out, unfort unely, he could not weep. His father's Kind and
affectionate expressions added to his grief. Pellico felt
that he should tell his father that perhaps they w ould never
see each other again; but as he gazed on his father's aged
features and gray hair the words died on his lips. That
night he prayed that God would give his parents strength to
sustain so heavy a misfortune.
Often he would dream of those dear to him. Once he
dreamt that his father and mother were weeping over him.
Sometimes, in his dreams, he could hear his mother's voice
consoling the prisoners and speaking to him on the duty of
resi gnat ion.
How he longed to show them his love, to oe gentle
to them, to gladden their hearts, and to repay in some way
for the great sorrow he had Drought upon them.'
When he was granted his liberty, instead of receiving
the news with joy, his thoughts instantly turned tro his
relatives. The fear that they were no longer in existence
distressed him ao that for a while he forgot about the joys
of liDerty.
««
Pellico himself says that he could not describe hi3
feelines of delieht, '/hen he found himself in thd emoraces of
his asred parents and beloved brothers. Restored to his be-
loved relatives, Pellico considered himself one of the most
enviable of mortals
I
CHAPTir: IV
3ILVI0 P^LLIJO 7HJ5 PATRIOT
Pellico in hi a booh ’’The Duties of Man :r says that
love of humanity is a noble love; bat it ought newer to
supersede tnat of oar native country; which auo in en-
titled to the praise of nobleness; out neither ought it to
supersede the love of humanity in general.
The love of country, whether it applied to the
nation or to a restricted province or city was to ^eliico
always a node sentiment. He loved his country with a
truly elevated feeling*, and he tried to lead a virtuous
life, in order that he might oe a worthy citizen. En the
eyes of Pellico, a man who was not virtuous; a man who
could not feel and love all his own duties, and use every
effort to discharge them was not a good patriot.
'/as Pellico a true patriot? Who dares deny that he
was? 3y word and especially by example he proved not only
to the citizens of his o n country, but to the world that
he loved his country more than life itself. "Because of his
great love for Italy, he willingly oeoame a prisoner of
Austria. The unhappy prisoner was allowed no intercourse
with his family. Alone in a slimy dungeon, allowed only
inadequate food, in chains and in solitude he patiently bore
44
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his suffering, fill for his native country.
In ”Le Llie Prigioni” Pellico tells ib that to be
compelled by misfortune to leave one’s country is always pain-
ful; but to leave it in chains doomed to exile in a horrible
climate was indescr i cable . ”La 3ella Italia” became doubly
dear to him as they approached the Alps. The news of his
condemnation had oeen known for some weeks, and groups from
towns and villages had turned out to express their sympathy
for the unfortunate state prisoner. This warm sympathy did
not cease when he entered foreign soil. The exclamations of
compassion uttered by the foreigners were more gratifying
to Pellico then those which he had received from his country-
men .
Pellico went into the prison of Spielberg an ardent
and devoted Italian. He came out of it a true and fervent
Christian, and not one whit the less a patriotic Italian.
Who can doubt the intensity of Pellico’ s love for
Italy? Who can deny that he willingly suffered torture in
a living-tomb for her*?
The story of this great patriot became a seal of
condemnation to the Austrian government. The Liberals of
Italy held him up as an example of the cruelty of despotic
rule. The world admired this man of rare worth and genius,
who dared to write and act for his country, in the state of
Lombardy, and during the nineteenth century.
Italy shall always admire and love pellico, for he
fl
i
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was one of the liberators of the race, and his memory shall
always be sweet and blessed to Italians.
CHAPT3R V
SILVIO PSLLICO TH3 P03T
PSLLICO'S PLAC3 in TH3 HISTOKY OP
ITALIAN I)KAMA
Pellico occupies in the history of Italian drama a
place which is all his own. He had aspired to rivalry with
Vittorio Alfieri who was considered the greatest writer of
classical tragedy. As time passed he thought better of this
illusion, in spite of the applause that came to him. He
wrote two classical tragedies in the style of Alfieri, but
the Romantic movement was arousing renewed interest in the
history of medieval and modern Italy. Dante was studied
during Pellico’ s lifetime, not only as Italy's greatest poet,
but as the prophet of her national unity.
The most appealing of all pellico’s plays is "Praneesca
da Rimini’’. Of all the Italina tragedies, classical or
romantic, produced during the period following Alfieri,
Pellico' s ’’Prancesca” is the only one that met with success,
on the stage.
Pellico read his manuscript to Poscolo, who advised
him to throw it into the fire and not terrify the living by
It
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recalling Dante's spirits from hell. Silvio did not throw
his "Francesca" into the fire. Although Foscolo ’s judgment
was wronp, the tragedy was pre *tly improved by the adoption
of his suppestions. It was corrected and parts here and there
were cut out according to the censures of the judge.
Other friends '/ere more encouraging. Pellico showed
his tragedy to the amiable and learned aobot, il marchese
Lodovico de Breae; a preat man, with a mind opened for every
liberal innovation. The aobot immediately discovered in it
the marks of the new romantic school of which he was one of the
leaders. The aobot encouraped Pellico to have his "Francesca
da Rimini published and to follow earnestly the romantic
movement
.
Bet ’/sen 1815 and 1820 he began eight or ten tragedies,
out finished only one "Jkifemio da Messina;" he composed three
more in prison, and others after his liberation. Finally in
1834 the failure of "Corradino" discouraged him from writing
further for the stape.
In "Francesca da Rimini" Pellico deals with the
human mind and the human heart; his power of emotion and of
reflection apples to life as he knows it from his ovn ex-
perience or from his observation of his fellow-man
.
Pellico’ s purpose in writing this play was not to
go back to the historical past or to describe the beauties
of nature, but to carry us into the realm of emotion. As
Pellico’ s trapedy glows with emotion and throbs with sincerity,
II
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there is no douot that his soil is in it. He certainly be-
longs to trie sacred trioe of the inspired, in whose heart
the wailings and railings of human anguish reveroerate.
Pellico possessed to the highest decree the faculty of
sympathy. He prives as an insight into the secrets of the
human soul. He connects the outward attitude with the inner
mood, heightening thought uy creating wonder, fear and mystery
by the magic of words which oear the unmistakable mark of
great poetical creation.
Although, Pellico’ s literary fame rests upon his
prose rather than his tragedies in verse and his lyrical
and narrative poems, still he holds an important place in the
history of Italian drama.
THE PUBLICATION AND PRESENTATION OP
GRANGES CA DA RIMINI
The "Prancesca” was first published in 1814, and
was immediately received with applause, particularly by
Alfieri, Poscolo, Leopardi, and oy Lord Byron, who was liv-
ing much in Italy (and most of all his favorite Ravenna), in
1816
.
The tragedy was produced for the first time at the
Teatro Re in Milan, August 18, 1815. In spite of the suffoca-
ting heat it was proclaimed a great success. We infer from
the great applause that it was a truiraph and Pellico soon
I
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found himself famous.
The tragedy first made the circuit of the Italian
theatres in 1818, continually enriched by the dramatic talent
of the celo orated Carlotta llarchionni. To this young and
brilliant actress Fellico owed a great deal of the glory
which had come to him unexpectedly. Byron admired this
master-piece so much that he wanted to translate it. He did
not carry out his plan, out a partial translation by I.Iilan
appeared in the ^uerterly Review in 1820.
The tragedy was operaized about 1820 by Felice
Ramani, the most famous libretto-poet of Italy and of his
time
.
To meet the necessary brevity of an operatic lioretto,
the drama was condensed into two acts--the first three of the
Opera; and the fourth and fifth of the tragedy, much shortened,
constituting the bi ief final act of the Opera. Three or four
of the less dramatic scenes of the tragedy were altogether
omitted from the libretto; but in the choruses and airs, for
the most part, the sentiments and the order of the tragic
thought appear, and to a considerable extent words and ex-
pressions of the tragedy are interwoven, dome twenty new lines
were added in order to complete the connections. Also, two
new speaking characters were introduced to meet the requirements
for operatic effect.
Isaure, female friend of Francesca, and Quelfo, an
officer of Lanciotto. Also, knights, ladies, soldiers, t nd
citizens were added as a silent exhibit.
Ii
THE SUBJECT OF ’’FRANCESCA DA
RIMINI”
In the tragedy of ’’Francesca da Rimini” Pellico
was greatly fortunate in his subject. The theme was essen-
tially Italian find patriotic, written in the language of
Italy itself, ”11 suo proprio”; preeminently suited to his
own peculiar powers, experience, and temperament; --to his
singularly trusting and affectionate disposition; to the
sensitiveness of wounds then still fresh in his own heart
from the keenness of his patriotism.
The story is based on those seventy wonderful lines
of the Divine Comedy which immortalize the plot and are
treasured in every memory.
Dante makes Francesca recite her own wrongs, which
she does with most touching delicacy. Her language is so
delicate as in parts to be ambiguous, and /e*ves the reader
free to imagine a greater or less degree of her guilt and
of the savagery of her punishment.
Pellico gives us a complete story. He tells us
of her marriage to Lancelot, of her love for Paul, her hus-
band's love for her, his tender yet maddening grief. He
relates the father's heart-breaking shame and agony; Fran-
cesca conscientious duty and unbending religious scruple,
fighting to the end against a passion innocently conceived
in early maidenhood.
The tragedy "Francesca da Rimini” maintains the
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interest of the reader because it was built upon a theme of
uniquely universal human feelin-r. A fatefully twisted cord
of innocent love, sorrow and suffer ing--in which all men are
interested.
SUMMARY OF "FRANCSdCA DA II MINI"
Francesca is the daughter of Guido, lord of
Ravenna, who has been married to Lancelot, lord of Rimini,
in spite of her husband's adoration and tenderness the falls
into a strange melancholy. In vain he tries to gratify her,
to please her by having shrines built. For his numberless
efforts to amuse and cheer her she is grateful, ohe esteems
him for his many virtues, and weeps and blames herself for
lack of love toward such a generous husband. Ke loves her
better than himself and is ready to make any sacrifice in
order to please her. Unable to quench the flame of passion
conceived in early maidenhood, she remains despondent even
to the point of wishing to die for the happiness of all
concerned
.
At the mention of a proposed visit of Paul, the
brother of her husband, whom she had learned to have been
the slayer of her beloved brother, she begs to be sent home
to Ravenna to escape the sight of him. Her father objects,
Francesca pleads, and Lancelot out of generous love, con-
sents.
(i
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Suddenly Paul arrives and the brothers have a most
affectionate meeting. Paul is terribly shocked when he hears
that Prancesca, the woman he loves is Lancelot's wife. He
dissembles his emotion, and, in a passion of fraternal affec-
tion, he forces Lancelot to exchange swords with him and
declares he will leave and never meet her.
In act II Prancesca confesses to her father that
she has a secret in her heart and begs him to take her to
Kavenna. The father suggests that her desire to go to
havenna is to meet some paramour. Phis she denies with
scorn and tears. Lancelot tells her that Paul is going away
in order that she may stay. She breaks down ’Then her husband
speaks of Paul’s many virtues and especially his self-denial
for her sake. She is begging pardon of her husband, '/hen Paul
comes in. With a scream, she throws herself into her husband’s
arms and buries her face in his bosom.
Paul declares he v/ould gladly have saved her brother’s
life at the price of his own, and then bursts into tears. Sud-
denly he calls her name, utters a farewell, and flees. She
lifts her face for a last glance, and involuntarily in the pre-
sence of her husband, screams, ’’Pauli -I am undone I" Her hus-
band is tired of her behavior and reproaches her. She, too,
is tired of his unjust reproaches, and longs for peace, even
in the tomb.
In Act III we find our unhappy heroine soliloquizing.
i«
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3he is thinking of Paul. The ’-/alls of the palace are dear
for his sake; and the ground is sacred vrthich has been wet
with his tears. ohe decides to spend the rest of her days
in prayer to God, for in prayer alone she can find con-
solation. While she is groaning over her hopeless misfor-
tune, Paul hears her and returns to his suit. 3he replies
with cold and distant respect and sternly asks him to leave
her. He is persistent, and says he will do anything for
her and that he loves her to despair.
While this struggle between mad passion and a ten-
der but firmly virtuous heart is still going on Lancelot and
Guido encounter them. Paul attempts to appear unconcerned
and calmly says good-by to his brother and Francesca. Francesca
faints in her father’s arms and is carried to her apartments.
Lancelot and Paul quarrelled and the maddened hus-
band ordered him into confinement.
In the next act Lancelot tells Guido of his wi sh
to see Francesca before her departure to Ravenna. Paul is
brought before his brother and they have a few bitter words.
Lancelot thrown in a new madness flies at him with his sword.
At this moment Guido and Francesca appear, ready
to start for Ravenna, ohe begs her father to interfere and
the maddened princd yields. He asserts that the lovers were
planning to escape from his hands and meet in Ravenna, and
that perhaps her father had promised to help them accomplish
it. Paul declares that this is a ’ Tvile :f thought, which
\
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still more maddens Lancelot. Paul resents and resists. He is
disarmed and led away to prison.
In the last act Lancelot has been pacified. He has
forgiven Paul and is ready to let his wife have without seeing
her again. The sweet Francesca craves his pardon and wishes
to see him in order to show him her remorse for her past
apparent ingratitude. She prays earnestly for the two brothers
and for their royal house. Suddenly her devotions are in-
terrupted by Paul who bursts in flourishing a naked sword.
He has had a vision of her rauider, and over powering his keepers,
he had come to protect her. He accuses her father of wreck-
ing her life and being the cause of their unhappiness.
Guido returns bringing Lancelot, who, seeing Paul
and Francesca together, flies at Paul with his sword.
Francesca throws herself between, and Lancelot in his madness
stabs her first, then attacks Paul, who throws away his
sword and receives the death-blow without resistence. Gazing
upon the dying Francesca, Lancelot turns the sword to his
own breast, but Guido stops him, crying that the olood just
shed is already his own and is enough. Thus, ended the
charming, pathetic and sad tragedy of "Francesca da Rimini."
Ii
vCOIEIENT ON THE CHAHAGTHHS
FRANCESGA
How beautifully Pellico paint a hi a charming, delicate,
sweet and captivating: Erancescal How pathetic she looks kneel-
ing before the altar praying for strength to resist tempta-
tion: How heart -touching is the scene where the aged father
takes her to the altar and holding: over his weeping daughter's
head a naked sword makes her assert her innocence.
Two feeling:a are equally strong in Francesca shak-
ing her woman's frame to its foundation. Her love for Paul
raises in her pangs of conscience. Her womanly fidelity to
her husband, her womanly sense of righteous doing, her womanly
observance of the formulated rules of conduct, her womanly
imagination make her miserable. Pellico vividly traces for
us her resolutions, her doubts, her faint yielding to the
fresh call of love, her recoil from the thought, finally,
she tells her husband that she has suffered enough and that
she is tired of his unjust reproaches.
”S sono pure io stanca
\
Di tue ingiuste rampogne, ed avro pace,
\ »
Sol quando fia eh* io piu non veggia il mondo.'
Gradually we enter into the recesses of her soul.
Fleeting signs dimly point to the painful struggle that takes
place in her inmost being. Her conscience does not allow her
to stay where temptation is. She wants to break away from
*Silvio pellico ’'Francesca da Kimini" Act II Scene V
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her husband and guilty lover, and return to her private altar
where she oan oeg God to have mercy upon her, where she can
find refuge for her afflicted heart. But agian her lover
appears to torture her, to fill her heart with agony by re-
calling the days "/hen together they read of Lancelot, the
paramour of king Arthur’s Queen Genevieve.
Paul's words continually seem to resound in her
ears.
' amo
,
Prance sc a, t'amo,
E disperato ^ l'acaor miol
Paul finally compels her to confess that she loves
him.
"S non tel dissi....ch io t'amo?--Ah, dal labbro
II ' use 1 l’einpia parola....io t'amo, io muojo
D’amor per te....Morir bramo innocente;
\
Aooi pietai
Having thus passed through the pathetic phrases
of love's agony, fury and reproaches; there remains only the
last move that will bring her forgetfulness and some measure
of rest in the solitude of her home at Ravenna.
Her past is overshadowed by grief, the present un-
settled by threat of danger, the future merely 1 eld dread
uncertainty and death lurking in darkness.
That feminine tenderness battling against the
*o ilvio Pellico ’Prancesca da Rimini" Act [II Beene II
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bitterest triala atira our very aoul. We admire her for her
aelf-sacrificing loyalty to her husband, to her aged father,
and for her devotion to Heaven. Finally to promote the
happiness of others, she throws lieraelf between them offering
herself as a victim. Her love attains the highest form that
love can reach, siince it is not only the Rift of heart but
the sacrifice of life to save her beloved one. He too
follows her to the ’’'orld beyond. How pathetic and lamentable
is the fate of the unhappy lovers I How willingly she
sacrificed her life!
Francesca
Placatevi, o fratelli; Fra i vostri ferri io mi
porro. La rea Son 10....
Paul dying asks her forgiveness.
’’Francesca. .. Ahi .. .mi perdona. . . Io la cagion son
di tua morte.
As for Paul, his very miseries, his very errors move
us to deeper compassion, remembering his many virtues. We
lament to see him suffer and we are filled with the desire
to throw a veil of charity over his errors, and we are lenient
in judging him.
We are even compassionate towards Lancelot, who at
times e-ave way to impatience and violence. The thought of what
life would be without her, and worst of all, the feeling that
she is unable to love him made him miserable.
Silvio Peliico ’’Francesca da nimini’’ Act V Scene V

PART II
THE CARBONARI AND SILVIO PELLICO
CHAPTER I
the carbonari
Condition of Italy
Italy Was a victim of the Congress of Vienna. Every
priviledge which the Italian people had gained in the line of
popular rights was taken from them; and they were delivered
back bound hand and foot, to their old masters. Italy was an
Austrian province governed by Austrian princes, or by those
who acknowledged their dependence upon Austrian armies to
hold the people in subjection.
The discontent of the people increased rapidly and
in defiance of dungeons and death, they reoeiled. The
Italians united to form secret societies. The most important
one was called the Carbonari. It spread throughout all Italy,
enrolled in its ranks nearly the whole genius, intelligence
,
and patriotism of the land. The society was, neither ex-
clusively monarchical nor republican in its aims. But its
outlook was liberal, and though it was not clearly instructed
as to the form which liberated Italy should assume, it con-
templated procuring freedom from the foreigner and interstate
union.
Let us look into the origin and doctrines of this
important secret society, the Carbonari, which tried to liber-
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OH IGIN AND SAHLY HIoTORY
It is probable that the Society of the Carbonari,
as it actually existed in the kingdom of Naples, originated
during the French revolution. As individuals are apt to
olai'n a descent from illustrious ancestors, so associations
love to consider themselves of remote antiquity.
The "Code of Car oonarism, " an historical essay,
contains an amusing account of the origin of the order, aid of
the imitation of its royal protector. It may be t aren as a
fair specimen of the many compositions of the sort with v£i ich
the Neapolitan Carbonari have gratified the public.
According to the essay, Carbonarisrn originated in
Scotland. Many illustrious persons wishing to escape from
the yoke of tyranny took refuge in the woods. They employed
themselves in cutting wood and making charcoal (the only
commercial produce of Scotland). Under pretence of carrying
their charcoal for sale, they introduced themselves into the
villages, and bearing the name of real Carbonari (Colliers),
they easily met their partisans, and mutually communicated
their different plans, '.’hey recognized each other oy signs,
oy touch, and by words. They lived in huts constructed with
branches of trees. .'heyestaolished a government, which issued
laws. This government consisted of three persons; their
office was trienial, and they presided over three lodges called
"vendite"; one legislative, another administrative, an3 the
third judicial. This last was called the Alta Yendita.
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These vendite were suodivided into a number of TT 3au
racche’’, which were huts, erected by a distinguished Good
Cousin, who communicated with the Alta Vendita, and was
called the Grand Master.
There dwelt in the forest a hermit of the name of
Theobald who joined them and favoured their enterprise. They
admired him so much that they proclaimed him protector of
the Carbonari.
It happened that Francis I, King of France, while
hunting on the frontiers of his kingdom, next to Scotland,
lost himself in the forest. He stumbled upon one of the
baracche and asked for shelter. He admired the happiness of
these Carbonari and their discipline seemed mysterious a^d
singular to him. The secret and the object of their associa-
tion were revealed to him. He was initiated into their order
and promised to oe their protector. On his return to France,
he scrupulously fulfilled his oath. He declared himself the
protector of the Carbonari, and increased their number.
The French branch of the Order derived considerable
importance from the adoption of its patron saint in Italy,
where he had formerly been little known or honoured. St.
Theobald was elected protector of the Society at Naples as he
was of the Char bonni era of France. He was invoked by the
Good Cousins in their hymns, and was mystically alluded to in
verses dedicated to the Friends (Agli Amici) and printed at
Naples after the last revolution.
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Many of the secret aocieti.es of Europe were of
little importance until the outbreak of the Revolution.
Then the Freemasons "/ere established in Italy and the society
of the Carbonari was reorganized. It incloded amonsr tts
members the middle and the lower classes of the people. The
leaders realized that the tranquillity of kingdoms depended
on theaoral direction of the labouring classes who compose
the body of the people, and constitute the base of the social
edifice.
The restoration of the order of Carbonari, is as-
cribed by the *?rand masters at Naples to an unknown officer
who spent some time in Spain. The next efficent Supporter
of the sect, was Maghella, a native of Genoa. He was
originally employed in the counting-house of a man of rank
and influence in his native country, whose lady introduced
and recommended him to the French Authorities.
As minister of police in the Ligurian Republic,
he displayed firmness and talent in some popular tumults.
Murat, who had succeeded Joseph Bonaparte on the throne of
Naples, on the death of Saliceti, then minister of police,
sent for Maghella, who obtained Saliceti’s place with the
title of director-general of police, and a seat in the
council of state.
Maghella offered to excite a movement in the x ing-
dom of Italy, to put down the government of the Viceroy.
The Revolution at Milan on the 20th of April, 1814, has
since proved that he did not mis-calculate
,
ard that the
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viceregal government of Eugene Beauharnais was not very
firmly estaolished. The French party at Naples sent in-
formation of Maghella's sentiments and advice to Paris.
Genoa being then considered as part of France, he was
claimed as a Genoese, and consequently a French subject,
and was accordingly sent to Paris as a prisoner.
Napoleon endeavoured in vain to win him over
to his interest, "/hen the armies of the allies entered
upon the French territory he escaped; and his arrival
at Naples contributed much towards determining IJurat
to declare against his orother-in-law.
Being: once more at liberty, he eagerly en-
deavoured to rouse Italy to independence in 1815; and
in the name of Murat he organized the Papal provinces,
of which he had taken possession, and it was there that
lodges of the Carbonari we re then established, and thence
they increased rapidly in the country.
LTaghella ought to have been aware that his
schemes for independence of Italy were most impracticable.
He tried to limit the regal power at Naples by a consti-
tution. He succeedeidin winning over the nobles anb the
army, but the provinces of the kingdom, particularly the
Abruzzi and the Calabrias, displayed a feeling of indif-
ference, and even dislike to the great work of the Con-
stitution. It was to get rid of these sentiments and to
gain trie people by degrees to the constitutional ooj'ect.
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that Maghella and his associates resolved to introduce the
sect of the Carbonari.
The Austrian successes in 1815, put an end to the
political intrigues of Maghella. He was taken prisoner and
sent to a Hungarian fortress. After some time, he was given
up to his sovereign, the Ming of Sardinia, who confined
him for twelve nonths at Fenestrella, and afterwards set
him fiee.
EXPLANATION OF THE PRINCIPLES
OF THE CARBONARI
In the first chapter of the statutes of Garbonarism
we have an explanation of the real or pretended principles
of the sect.
"Of the General Doctrine of the Order
Art . 1 . Good Gousinship is principally founded on reli-
gion and virtue.
Art. 2. The place meeting is called the "Baracca"; the
space surrounding it, the ’’Forest" or "Wood’’; :the interior
of the Lodge, the "Vendita".
Art. 3 . The Members are called Good Cousins; they are
divided into two classes--Apprentices and Masters.
Art. 4 . Tried virtue and purity of morals, and not
pagan qualities, render men worthy of belonging to the Car-
bonari.
Art. 5 . An interval of six months is necessary before
an apprentice can obtain the rank of master. The principal
^Memoirs of the Becret Bocieties of the Bouth of Italy." p. 22
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ooligations imposed on him are, to practise benevolence
,
to
succor the unfortunate, to show docility of mind, to bear no
malice against Carbonari, and to enrich his heart with virtue.
Art. 6 . By this article it is forbidden to talk dir-
ectly or indirectly against religion.
Art. 7 . 411 conversation on religion in general, or
against good morals, is prohibited.
Art. 8 . Bvery Cood Cousin Carbonaro is obliged to pre-
serve inviolable secrecy concerning the mysteries of the
Order.
Art. 0 . No. 0. C. C. xy communicate what is done or
decided upon in his Vendita, to those who belong to an-
other, much less to persons not initiated.
Art. 10 . The greatest reserve is recommended to the
Members, towards all persons with whom they are not well
acquanited, but more especially in the bosoms of their own
families.
”
The interior of the Lodge, the Vendita was a room
of planks covered also with wood. The pavement must be of
brick and the interior furnished with seats without backs.
4t the end there must be a block supported by three legs;
on the two sides there must be the following symbols; a
linen cloth; water; salt; a cross; leaves; sticks; fire;
earth; a crown of white thorns, a ladder, a ball of thread,
and three ri obons
,
one blue, one red, and one black. There
must be three triangles, each with the initial letters of
the sacred 'words of the first rank. On the left hand there
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must be a triangle with the arms of the Vendita painted.
In the middle there mast oe a triangle with the pass word
of the second rank.
On the admission of apprentices, the symbolical
picture of the Vendita and the emblems on the patents
were explained after a discourse on the natural liberty
of man, its forfeiture by the perverseness of the wicked,
and the necessity for recovering it by the effort of the
society.
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS
The symbols have been explained in mapy ways.
The following exolaination is according to the Neapolitan
Const it ution.
The blocks are trunks of trees which show that
they have the same wants and interests. As our first parents
covered their shame with leaves, the Good Cousins ought to
conceal the faults of their fellow men, and particularly
those of the society. The white linen is the produce of a
plant which by labor has been made into cloth. Thus the
Good Cousins purified and uueansed themselves from the stains
of vice. Cait, the means of preserving corruptible things,
exhorted them to preserve their hearts from the general
corruption. The crown of thorns was to remind them to be
cautious and steady in their movements and actions in order
to avoid the pain of being wounded. The cross exhorted them
to perservere in imitating the example of Jesus Christ, their
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Grand Master, who willingly suffered death to bring them
nearer to salvation. As the earth buries the body thus
the secret of their sacred order should be buried in the
bottom of their hearts. The ladder shows that virtue is
only to be obtained step by step. The bundles of sticks
denote the members of the order
,
united inpeace. The
ribbons express by their colors the cardinal virtues,
31ack, or the charcoal, is faith. Blue, or the smoke of the
august furnace, is hope; and red, or the fire, Charity.
The specimen of wood is the appropriate badge of
the apprentices and is fastened to their coats at the
button-hole by a tri-colored riooon. The thread of the
bail is the mysterious tie which unites them. The a.xe, the
mattock and the shovel are the tools for their labors.
A STATHJ WITHIN A STATS
The error of creating a state within a state, and
of erecting secret tribunals to redress wrongs, has existed
in all barbarous and turbulent times. If an y unfortunate
being committed any act of infidelity towards the sect, as
the Carbonari were called, the Grand Masters met in what
was called a chamber of honor, and deliberated on his fate.
If he was condemned, they wrote his name on a piece of paper
which was burnt, and he was registered in the Black Book
with those, who, having presented themselves as candidates
for admission into the Society had been rejected as unworthy
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No society, intended by its founders to be so
widely spread, ever sought to detach its members so
completely from the state, by imposing on them a legislation
distinct in its form, and at variance with its laws. The
Good Cousins were strictly forbidden to refer their causes
to the ordinary .judges until they had reported them to one
belonging to the sect. The Carbonari had also adopted the
institution of juries. The fact that the Carbonari con-
tinued to follow their system of judicial separation proved
that they had very little confidence in the constitutional
government of Naples.
A decree of one of the northern sects provided
for a military force to maintain order and to defend the
Constitution and Royal family against all hostile attempts.
The patrols of the Carbonari preserved good order. They
paraded the streets night and day, headed oy constables
and agents of police, whom they had forced to be initiated,
in order to become worthy of the command. They also or-
ganized a Carbonari guard of safety , "Guardia de sicurezza
Car oonara. ’’
It was evident, that the troops were not suffi-
ciently under the control of the government, for they were
ready to t irn against it as soon as they received orderp
from their superiors to that effect. The executive power
of the state was in their hands. The soldiers were Car-
bonari who obeyed their officers solely because it was the
will of the society.
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The number of Carbonari increased with astonishing
rapidity. They amounted to from twenty-four to thirty
thousand from the very beginning of their establishment.
The number of the initiated increased beyond calculation.
Its leaders, aware of the difficulty of direct ing the move-
ments of so great a multitude, conceived the plan of a
reform, and executed it with secrecy and promptitude. The
members who were retained, continued to bear the name of
Caroonari, while those who were expelled took that of Calderari.
Rivalry arose between the sects. Commotions followed, and
the public tranquillity was often endangered by their disputes.
An association of a million men can no longer be
considered as a secret society, although such a mass may be
united by conventional signs unknown to others, as well by
oaths. It became impossible for the leaders to control such
a multitude. Besides, the object of overturning and destroying
the government had been obtained. It was ail such a society
could bring about. It did not have the power to create or to
re oui Id.
The society died out, but it left the germs of other
sects and associations which, from their very essence, were
opposed to existing governments.
It was long imagined that the Po was the boundary
line of the sect in Italy; but it is a mistaken notion. Its
principles are widely diffused, but under different forms,
and among various classes.

CB.APTBB VII
Sl-bVI 0 PTLLICO A CARBOIUHO
Pellico' 3 articles in the "C oncili ot ore” a liberal
journal established at Milan, occasioned his arrest. This
semi-weekly periodical was the organ of the liberal move-
ment. It began to appear in 1818, with the financial back-
ing of Count Porro. Many writers collaborated; but Pellico,
as Porro' s secretary, did most of the editorial work and
contributed many articles. Thns he came under suspicions,
and the attitude of the police was so threatening that in
October, 1819, ”11 Conciliat ore” ceased publication.
In 1820 Pellico met a yoking musician, ^iero
Maroncelli, of Porli, who had come to Milan with the in-
tention of extending the membership and influence of the
secret patriotic society of the Carbonari, News of a revolt
which broke out against t'.e Bourbons in Naples, stirred
Maroncelli to renewed activity; and in l-ig^st, 1820, he
enrolled many Carbonari, including Pellico and Count Porro.
The Austrian government had decreed that membership in the
society, or even failure to denounce persons known to be
members, constituted high treason. Although knowing the risk
involved, Pellico took an active part in the patriotic move-
ment. On September 5, he joined Count Porro and other friends
in making the first journey by steamboat on the Po. One of
the main objects of the trip, however, was to spre-id the in-
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fluence of the Carbonari. In the meantime, the police had
come into possession of a compromising letter written by
Ilaroncelli, in which Pellico and several otheu persons were
named
.
The sixth of October 1920, Ilaroncelli was arrest-
ed. The police found him in his little room in the hotel
"La Lombardia,” his base of operations where he was poorly
lodged. In the minute search they found correspondence
with Pellico and others, which did not conceal connections
with the "Carbonari.* The prison where Piero ITaroncelli
was confined was called "Santa Kargherit a, ” from the name
of the street, where there were many publishers.
As soon as he was arrested Maroncelli underwent
the first examinat i ons. The unreserved and uncautious y on n
'
man was unable to remain silent.
He confessed of having received Pellico into the
"Carb onaria” . He also admitted that Porro was already disposed
and that he had taught him the signs, the words, and the
touches of recognition. He had explained the symbol to him
and had ashed him to take an oral oath.
But, after this confession, the unfortunate young
man tried to save his friends and himself, wishing to hav<= it
believed that he wanted to take away the papal territories
from the possession of the Church, and add them to the kingdom
of "Lombard o-Venet o" under Austrian rule. And, upon this
ingenious pretext, he tried to insist.
Meanwhile, lilvio Pellico was also arrested. Before
*
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his arrest, a constable appeared at Porro* s house with a
warrant to conduct a search of Pfcllico's letters. The
porter told hire that Pellico was not in I'ilan. The search
warrant not being served for a few' days gave the members
of the family an opportunity to destroy the dangerous
writings of Silviib Pellico and del Porro.
As soon as he heard of liar one elli * s arrest, Pellico
went to Porro' s villa. on lake Como. The custodian of the
villa had learned that certain suspicions personages were
on the trail of Porro’ s secretary. The gray old man was
willing to guide Pellico into safety in the nearby Switzerland.
Pellico in order not to compromise or endanger his friends,
especially his beloved protector by flight, refused. He
returned to Hilan only- to fall into the hands of the enemy.
It was on Friday, October 13, 1P20 at three o'clock
in the afternoon when Commissioner Villata, who had forcibly
exercised the scissors of censorship on Pellico' s articles,
appeared to him and conducted him before the police and to the
prison of "Santa Hargheri ta.
"
With a piece of charcoal, on a book lent to him by
the warden, Marconelli made known to his friend his defense
based on absurd foolery of a Carboneria. Pellico, upon read-
ing it must have been provoked to anger, without doubt, because
he pricked a finger and with the blood which driuped replied
*
on a piece of paper thus: "If that was your purpose, yon conld
have revealed it, but why make it know’n that I am of the same
belief? If a false confession has escaped from you for my
*Raffaello Harbiera "Pellico" p.54
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benefit, withdraw it. I impose it upon yon in the name of
truth. M
He entrusted the note to an inmate who was to
bring it to Maronoelli, but he was spied and discovered.
Pellico's bloody intimation fell into the hands of the com-
missioner that set on foot the exami nati ons, and it remained
there among the deeds of the trial, where it is still found.'.
Silvio Pellico, with constant and admirable firm-
ness denied, denied everything. Count Porro had offered a
sum of money in order to free Pellico. On the first of
November, he went to visit him; but the conversation in the
presence of the commissioner could only be brief and cautions.
Pellico and Ear oncelli received their sentence In
public at Venice. X murmur -arose at the words— C ondemned to
severe imprisonment
,
Mar onceHi for twenty years, and Pellico
for fifteen in the fortress of Spielberg. 'nhey had to wear
chains on their legs, sleep on bare boards, and eat the worse
unoginable food. The two friends were obliged to separate
and they were conducted into two dismal- looking dungeons.
The story of his arrest, trial and c ondemnat i on,
of his life in the prisons of Milan, and Venice and in the
lo-
Spielberg, is realted in his famous book "Le Mie Prigione.”

STTinURY
x4.fter his arrest Pellico was withdrawn from the
world as entirely as if he were in his grave. Had Pellico'
s
life ended in prison, the world would have heard no more of him.
But he lived to come forth from his long imprisonment to
recount the tremendous tortures undergone by the wretched
human beings who moved and breathed and suffered in those
infernal dungeons in the prison of Spielberg.
In his book: "Le Hie Prigioni" he takes us to his
cell, he admits us to his inmost consciousness; we hear
him sigh, listen to his prayers, and become witnesses of the
monotonous external but vivid inward life of those long
years of Suffering.
His book testifies that he was a man of great
worth, for it is full of records of weakness conquered, of
pain and suffering patiently borne, of success won from
difficulty, and of cheerfulness in sorrow and affliction.
His conversion was very human and justifiable.
Pellico soon reali 2 ed that there was nothing /ike prayer
in times of trouble, so he turned immediately to God and
offered his humble prayers and deeds to Him who is all
good and merciful. \fe know that often temptation drove
him down upon his knees and in emergency especially his
reliance upon divine guidance and assistance was extremely
t ouching.
Doubtless, like all men, he passed through periods
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of doubts and perplexity, but his faith began at his mother's
knee, and ran through all the changes of his life, his youth,
his imprisonment, and his old age. The secret of his great-
ness was that he had no c onfidence ‘ in himself, but a great
deal of confidence in God.
Pellico certainly had faith in the Bible. He read
it daily and received great comfort from it. He even defended
it, and praised it highly. It was God's Book to him and it
contained his law and history. It was a good book to obey; for
it contained the Ten Commandments, the Golden Rule, and many
other rules which ought to be followed. Certainly no man was
ever the worse for living according to the directions of the
Bible. In his dark dungeon Pellicb would often reach for the
Bible and open the pages of the Holy Book, and soon he would
be absorbed in them. He read with Christian earnestness, and
the courage and the hope he derived from the inspired pages
made him a new man.
Perhaps Pellico did not leave his prison cell a
wiser man, but he certainly left it a better man although it
cost him his health and liberty.
There in his dungeon with C-od alone, surrounded by
a few friends and many enemies he commended his country's
cause and all dear to him to God's providential care, and in
close union with his God he came forth into the world again
a virtuous and devout Catholic.
A pious, devoted and consecrated heart only could
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have written such pathetic , b ooks as "Francesca da Rimini" and
"Le Mie Prigioni". These two books are sufficient to have
crowned any man with fame, but with Pellico they were but the
fruits of inward piety, parity and sincerity.
Pellico' s family was very devoted, and Silvio did not
hesitate to look upon his duty of love and reverence towards his
parents as a sacred one. As long as he was fortunate enough
to have them, he honoured them and endeavoured to procure for them
all the consolation in his power especially to relieve the many
misfortunes which they had undergone for him.
All the admirers of Pellico will agree with me when I
say that Pellico' s "Francesca da Rimini" made him famous as a
poet. He is an attentive observer of character and an explorer
of the secret conflicts of the heart. Character-painting has
always attracted classic writers in prose and verse. Pellico'
s
play is classical in form. It observes the rules of unities, and
has only four characters. Tven the conflict between love and
duty is classical. Pellico makes Francesca and Paul victims of
misunderstanding. They do not psssess sufficient strength to
control the situation. The result is a tragic denouement due
to their simplicity and goodness. In spite of certain weaknesses
of character-drawing, the direct, human appeal of the story as
Pellico tells it gives vitality to his play.
The patriotic spirit in the famous speech made by Paul
made a tremendous appeal in the hineteenth century. It was a
hymn of war to the youths ready to revolt against the enemy.
Perhaps this appeal was strengthened by the sympathy felt for
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Pellico during his imprisonment
.
Pellico proves that he has a clear- sighted understand-
ing of character, and his direct and simple style appeals to
every lover of poetry.
Some may say that Pellico was an imprndent patriot.
Perhaps the incredible brutality of that Austrian tyranny is
forgotten. When in 1G15 Hapoleon had disappeared, and the
Congress of Vienna had remapped Western Europe, and the iron
hand of Austria clenched Italy with a c^neler grip, than
Pellico' s patriotism overstepped the limits of pmdence. He
not only 3et himself to writing offensive articles to the gov-
ernment, but actually connected himself with the Carbonari,
a secret society, which was formed or revived in Italy soon
after the fall of Napoleon and the retnrn of the Bourbons to
power. The origin of this organization is uncertain, but it
is said to have been among charcoal-burners, whose occupation
offered facilities for secret meetings. They adopted Charcoal
as a symbol of purification and their place of assembly was
called the "Baracca" or collier's hut.
Being a Carbonaro Pellico was considered a political
offender. He was arrested and examined by cruel commissioners.
He was given no opportunity to prove his innocence bn t was
cruelly cast into prison.
The number of the Carbonari increased rapidly and
when it had accomplished its object that of everturning and
destroying the government it died out leaving the germs of other
sects and associations which were also apposed to existing
government s
i
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